
Dear Parents,

Welcome back to our second term of Year 6.

This term sees us visiting Hooke Court on the 14th
November as part of our 20th Century Conflict
learning. This is a thoroughly compelling trip which
helps children understand some of the issues faced
by WWI soldiers (please note that last year it was
very muddy so a change of clothes and a bag to
put dirty things in is a must).

We wish to celebrate their home learning too. So,
please discuss the homework tasks with them and
help them to decide which ones to tackle. We
look forward to seeing their work in class - we may
even tweet them out!

In the meantime, get in touch if we can help and
thank you for your continued support.

Mrs Dalby, Mrs Cartwright, Miss Gorrod, Mrs Masters

DRIVING QUESTION: War: how has conflict shaped us?

AS WRITERS we will be
developing a knowledge of
different genres including
writing emotive letters and
atmospheric descriptions.

AS MATHEMATICIANS we will be
continuing our practice of the four
operations and developing our
understanding of fractions and
how to calculate with them.

AS HISTORIANS we will be looking
at WWI and why WWII was
inevitable before looking at what
lasting impact both wars had on
the world.

AS SCIENTISTS we will be learning
about light and how it is used in
our daily lives and beyond. We will
be experimenting to discover how
light is made and how the
concepts of reflection and
refraction work.

AS COMPUTER SCIENTISTS we
will be discovering more about
computer systems and
networks, looking at how web
searches are ranked and how
we can communicate
responsibly.

AS ATHLETES we will be Gymnasts
for the first few weeks. Developing
our floor movements and shapes
as well as using apparatus, all in
the sports hall. Later, starting our
swimming lessons, endeavouring
to swim 25m unaided in various
strokes as well as learn to perform
a self-rescue.

AS CITIZENS (PSHCE/RE) we will be learning more about healthy
lifestyles including drugs and medicines. In RE, we will be exploring
the similarities and differences between religions.

Homework:
● Every day: 20 minutes reading

(based on AR)
● Mon: Maths activity set/due
● Fri: Weekly spelling focus

set/due
● Activity Challenges

AS ARTISTS we will be looking at
the work of WW1 artist Georgia
O’Keeffe and creating our own
poppy inspired artwork.

IN FRENCH we will be improving
our conversational skills and
building sentences to talk about
animals.



Termly homework
Please choose at least two of these projects to complete at home and bring into school to

display.


